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Unveiled Mysteries describes an encounter with St. Germain (see also The Comte de Saint
Germain), here described as an Ascended Master, virtually a God, and able to manipulate the fabric
of reality. Ballard describes a series of astral trips in time and space with St. Germain, to lost
civilizations in South America and the Sahara, as well as well-stocked bunkers of the ancients in the
Grand Tetons, Yellowstone, and Mount Shasta. Ballard and St. Germain revisit past lives as citizens
of Atlantis and Mu, and they turn out to be relatives. A final chapter mentions encounters with
entities from Venus, a theme of later UFO cargo-cults of the 1950s. Connoisseurs of this genre will
appreciate Unveiled Mysteries.
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This is the best book I have ever read! It changed my life for the better in so many ways. To
emphasize the superior value of this book, I tell you that if all books were going to disappear from
the Earth but one book could be saved, this is the book that I would choose. Mr. Ballard (pen name
GodfrÃ© Ray King) relates the Laws of Life as explained by the Ascended Master Saint Germain.
The interesting thing is that the reader is told to not just accept the knowledge as the truth, but to
prove it to himself by applying the Laws in his life. And what joy such application brings! Miracles will

begin to occur in your daily life when you start consciously loving your "Mighty I AM Presence".If you
read this book and your heart is bitter, then you may not be able to see the Truth. If you read this
book and your heart is sincere, God will make the Truth plain to you. And another gift from the
"Mighty I AM Presence", each time you read the book, your understanding will deepen and more
knowledge will be revealed to you. Heaven can be made manifest on Earth! But don't take my word
for it; read this book; apply the Laws, and prove it to yourself!One more thing, there are many other
books in the Saint Germain Series, and each on is just as magnificent. Once you finish this one, I
recommend reading Volumes 2 & 3 in order, and the rest in whatever order you are inspired. God
Bless You!

This masterwork book is the Key to unlocking life and happiness. The wisdom is a free gift from God
and will be the greatest treasure you could own.No exaggeration, if you are ready it will propel you
to the Heavens of Love, Light and Wisdom beyond measure.....

I happened by accident, of finding this book of Master St Germain. After having recent experiences
of help from Master St Germain I felt compelled and interested in reading what he said in the book
and learning about him.I am so glad I did. Just from reading the first few paragraphs, I felt positive
chills,vibrations,and energy.I was so happy to read about how he played apart in our physical world,
it made him even more real to me.As I read further, I too began crying, just like some of the other
readers who commented. Knowing from past experience whenever I have tears there's usually
healing occurring within me.This book helps the individual and helps humanity.It is a "must read".

This is Not the Original book writen by the author. One should purchase Volume 1 in the Saint
Germain Series to get the Original "Unveiled Mysteries" which does make a difference since it is
charged with Light from Beloved Saint Germain. It will cost more but is priceless in its value. Also,
this one has been changed from what the author originaly wrote. That can make a very big
difference!!!

Looking for the sequel to The Life and Teachings of the Masters of the Far East? You have found it.
Buy this books NOW. And then read the continuation: The Magic Presence. If you've been looking
for truth, God, love, peace, happiness, spirituality, or your lost faith; these are the books for you.
Don't just read them. APPLY the exersises, meditations, calls, and decrees as they are introduced
throughout the series. Buy extra copies to share with your real friends. Just don't delay. This is the

real gold.

Unveiled Mysteries has changed my life more than any other book I could ever possibly read. St
Germain has unlocked such potential within me that I don't even know where to begin. Every time I
finished a chapter, some kind of miracle would occur in my life. By the 4th chapter I was filled with
soo much love that I started seeing real-life Angels floating around. The most highly recommended
book I have ever reviewed.

This book reports the experiences of the man who was tought by Saint Germain and started the "I
AM" activity. Unfortunately one of the reviews is at least ignorant and disrespectful. When refering to
"I AM" the author is not refering to himself "I", but to the God within each one of us, the "I AM"
Presence. He is far from being a sharlatan. I really recommend you read the three volumes
(Unveiled Mysteries, The Magic Presence and the "I AM" discourses)to really understand the
begining of this activity that did spread throughout the world. The teachings are extremely dense
and everytime one read them again will learn more and more. Good luck.

This is one of the most interesting books on spiritual teachings or metaphysics I have read so far.
The book gets underway by Guy Ballards remarkable, or Godfre Ray King, narration of his shocking
and unexpected encounter with St. Germain while hiking on Mount Shasta.St Germain has an
understanding that can be practically demonstrated.and a system of teachings free from
contamination of any sort.Recommended
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